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Abstract A combination of the inclusive diffractive cross
section measurements made by the H1 and ZEUS Collab-
orations at HERA is presented. The analysis uses samples
of diffractive deep inelastic ep scattering data at a centre-
of-mass energy
√
s = 318 GeV where leading protons are
detected by dedicated spectrometers. Correlations of sys-
tematic uncertainties are taken into account, resulting in an
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improved precision of the cross section measurement which
reaches 6 % for the most precise points. The combined data
cover the range 2.5 < Q2 < 200 GeV2 in photon virtuality,
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1 Introduction
Diffractive collisions in deep inelastic electron-proton scat-
tering (DIS), ep → eXp, where the proton in the final state
carries most of the beam momentum and X represents all
other final state particles, have been studied extensively at
the HERA collider. They can be viewed as resulting from
processes in which a photon exchanged between the electron
and the proton probes a colour-singlet combination of par-
tons with vacuum quantum numbers emitted by the proton.
The negative four-momentum squared of the virtual photon,
Q2, supplies a hard scale, which allows the application of
perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Diffractive
reactions in DIS are a tool to investigate low-momentum
partons in the proton, notably through the study of diffrac-
tive parton distribution functions (DPDFs), determined by a
QCD analysis of the data.
In diffractive ep scattering the virtual photon dissociates
at a photon-proton centre-of-mass energy W and squared
four-momentum transfer t at the proton vertex (Fig. 1), pro-
ducing a hadronic system X with mass MX . The fractional
longitudinal momentum loss of the proton is denoted as xP,
while the fraction of this momentum taking part in the inter-
action with the photon is denoted as β . These variables are
related to Bjorken x by x = β xP. The variable β is related to
MX , t and Q2 by β = Q2/(Q2 + M2X − t). The variable xP
is given by xP = (Q2 + M2X − t)/(Q2 + W 2 − m2p), where
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Fig. 1 Diagram of the reaction ep → eXp
mp is the proton mass. The variables W , Q2 and the frac-
tional energy loss y of the electron in the proton rest frame
are related by W 2  sy − Q2, where s is the square of the
ep centre-of-mass energy.
Similarly to inclusive DIS, diffractive cross section mea-
surements are conventionally expressed in terms of the re-
duced diffractive cross section, σD(4)r , which is related to
the measured ep cross section by
dσ ep→eXp
dβ dQ2 dxP dt
= 4πα
2
βQ4
[
1 − y + y
2
2
]
× σD(4)r
(
β,Q2, xP, t
)
. (1)
The reduced cross section σD(3)r (β,Q2, xP) is obtained by
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integrating σD(4)r (β,Q2, xP, t) over t . The diffractive re-
duced cross section is related to the diffractive structure
functions by:
σD(3)r
(
xP, β,Q
2, y
)
= FD(3)2
(
xP, β,Q
2) − y2
1 + (1 − y)2 F
D(3)
L
(
xP, β,Q
2).
(2)
Experimentally, diffractive ep scattering is characterised
by the presence of a leading proton in the final state and
by a depletion of hadronic activity in the pseudo-rapidity1
distribution of particles (large rapidity gap, LRG) in the
forward (proton) direction. Both of these signatures have
been exploited in various analyses by H1 and ZEUS to
select diffractive samples either by tagging the outgoing
proton in dedicated proton spectrometers [1–4] or by re-
quiring the presence of a large rapidity gap [4–6]. The
two methods differ partially in the accessible kinematic
ranges (lower xP reach for the LRG data) and substan-
tially in their dominant sources of systematic uncertain-
ties. In LRG-based measurements, the largest uncertainty
arises from proton dissociative events, ep → eXN , in which
the proton dissociates into a low mass state N . Low xP
samples selected by the proton spectrometers have little or
no proton dissociation contribution, but their precision is
limited statistically by the small acceptances and system-
atically by large uncertainties in the proton tagging effi-
ciency, which strongly depends on the proton-beam optics.
The results from both methods are found to be consistent
[1, 2, 4, 6, 7].
Combining measurements can provide more precise and
kinematically extended data than the individual measure-
ments. In this paper, a combination of the H1 [1, 2] and
the ZEUS [3, 4] proton spectrometer results is presented.
The combination is performed using the weighted averaging
method introduced in [8] and extended in [9, 10]. The cor-
related systematic uncertainties and global normalisations
are constrained in the fit such that one consistent data set is
obtained. Since H1 and ZEUS have employed different ex-
perimental techniques, using different detectors and meth-
ods of kinematic reconstruction, the combination leads to
significantly reduced uncertainties. The kinematic range of
the combined data is: 2.5 ≤ Q2 ≤ 200 GeV2, 0.0018 ≤ β ≤
0.816, 0.00035 ≤ xP ≤ 0.09 and 0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2.
The latter range restricts the analysis to the t values di-
rectly accessible by both the H1 and ZEUS proton spectrom-
eters.
1The pseudo-rapidity is defined as η = − ln tan θ/2 where the polar
angle θ is measured with respect to the proton beam direction.
2 Combination of the H1 and ZEUS measurements
2.1 Data samples
The H1 [11–13] and ZEUS [14] detectors were general pur-
pose instruments which consisted of tracking systems sur-
rounded by electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and
muon detectors, ensuring close to 4π coverage about the ep
interaction point. Both detectors were equipped with pro-
ton spectrometers; the Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS)
for ZEUS, the Forward Proton Spectrometer (FPS) and the
Very Forward Proton Spectrometer (VFPS) for H1. The
LPS and FPS spectrometers were located between 60 and
90 m away from the main detectors in the forward (pro-
ton beam) direction. The VFPS spectrometer was located
around 220 m away from the main H1 detector in the for-
ward direction.
The combination is based on the cross sections measured
with the H1 FPS [1, 2] and the ZEUS LPS [3, 4]. The
bulk of the data [1, 2, 4] was taken at electron and pro-
ton beam energies of Ee  27.5 GeV and Ep = 920 GeV,
respectively, corresponding to an ep centre-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 318 GeV. The earlier ZEUS LPS data [3] col-
lected at Ep = 820 GeV are corrected to a common √s =
318 GeV by using the extrapolation procedure described in
Sect. 2.1.2. The three-fold differential reduced cross sec-
tions, σD(3)r (β , Q2, xP), are combined. For the original mea-
surements, the main H1 and ZEUS detectors are used to re-
construct Q2,W and x, whereas MX , β , xP and t are de-
rived from the proton spectrometer measurements or from
combined information of the proton spectrometers and the
main detectors. In Table 1 the data sets used for the com-
bination are listed together with their kinematic ranges and
integrated luminosities.
2.1.1 Restricted t range
In the individual analyses [1–4] the reduced cross sec-
tions are directly measured for ranges of the squared four-
momentum transfer t visible to the proton spectrometers
(see Table 1) and extrapolated to the range2 |tmin| < |t | <
1 GeV2 (denoted in the following as ‘the full t range’), as-
suming an exponential t dependence of the diffractive cross
section and using the exponential slope measured from the
data. Due to the uncertainties of the slope parameters mea-
sured by H1 [1, 2] and ZEUS [3, 4], this extrapolation in-
troduces an additional uncertainty in the normalisation of
the cross section. To reduce this source of systematic un-
certainty, the H1 and ZEUS cross sections are combined in
the restricted t range 0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2 covered by
the proton spectrometer acceptances of both detectors for
2The smallest kinematically accessible value of |t | is denoted as |tmin|.
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Table 1 H1 and ZEUS data
sets used for the combination of
the measurements
Data Set Q2 range
[GeV2]
xP range y range β range t range
[GeV2]
Luminosity
[pb−1]
Ref.
H1 FPS HERA II 4–700 <0.1 0.03–0.8 0.001–1 0.1–0.7 156.6 [2]
H1 FPS HERA I 2–50 <0.1 0.02–0.6 0.004–1 0.08–0.5 28.4 [1]
W range
[GeV]
MX range
[GeV]
ZEUS LPS 2 2.5–120 0.0002–0.1 40–240 2–40 0.09–0.55 32.6 [4]
ZEUS LPS 1 2–100 <0.1 25–240 > 1.5 0.075–0.35 3.6 [3]
the bulk of the data. The correction factors from the visi-
ble t range of the ‘FPS HERA I’ and ‘LPS 1’ data samples
to the restricted t range are evaluated by using the t depen-
dencies as a function of xP measured for each sample. The
correction factors for the most precise ‘FPS HERA II’ data
are applied in bins of β,Q2 and xP. For the ‘LPS 2’ sam-
ple the restricted range coincides with the visible range. Be-
cause of the uncertainty on the exponential slope parameter,
such factors introduce uncertainties of 2.2 %, 1.1 % and 5 %
on the ‘FPS HERA II’, ‘FPS HERA I’ and ‘LPS 1’ data,
respectively, which are included in the normalisation uncer-
tainty on each sample. The total normalisation uncertainties
of the data samples are listed in Table 2. In the restricted
t range, these uncertainties are in general smaller and the
average normalisations are in better agreement than in the
full t range; the ratio of the ‘FPS HERA II’ to the ‘LPS 2’
data averaged over the measured data points, which is 0.85±
0.01 (stat) ± 0.03 (sys) +0.09−0.12 (norm) in the full t range [2],
becomes 0.91±0.01 (stat)±0.03 (sys)±0.08 (norm) in the
restricted t range. Within the uncertainties, the ratio does not
show any significant β , Q2 or xP dependence.
2.1.2 Extrapolation to a common (Q2, xP, β) grid
The original binning schemes of the σD(3)r measurements
are very different for H1 and ZEUS. In the H1 case the
measurements are extracted at fixed β , whereas for ZEUS
the cross section is measured at fixed MX; also the Q2 and
xP central values differ. Therefore, prior to the combination,
the H1 and ZEUS data are transformed to a common grid of
Table 2 Normalisation uncertainties in the full range |t | < 1 GeV2
and in the restricted t range for the data used for the combination of
the measurements
Data Set |tmin| < |t | < 1 GeV2 0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2
FPS HERA II ±6 % ±5 %
FPS HERA I ±10 % ±10 %
LPS 2 +11 %, −7 % ±7 %
LPS 1 +12 %, −10 % ±11 %
(β,Q2, xP) points. The grid points are based on the original
binning scheme of the ‘FPS HERA II’ data. The (Q2, xP)
grid points at the lowest Q2 value of 2.5 GeV2 and at the
lowest and highest xP values, which are beyond the ‘FPS
HERA II’ data grid, are taken from the ‘LPS 2’ measure-
ment.
The transformation of a measurement from the original
ith point (βi,Q2i , xPi ) to the nearest grid point (βgrid,Q2grid,
xPgrid) is performed by multiplying the measured cross sec-
tion by the ratio σD(3)r (βgrid,Q2grid, xPgrid)/σ
D(3)
r (βi,Q
2
i ,
xPi ) calculated with the Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO)
DPDF ‘ZEUS SJ’ parameterisation [15]. Most of the cor-
rections are smaller than 10 %, while a few points undergo
corrections up to ∼30 %. The procedure is checked by using
the NLO DPDF ‘H1 Fit B’ parameterisation [5]. The result-
ing difference is treated as a procedural uncertainty on the
combined cross section, as discussed in Sect. 2.3.2.
The cross sections from all the data sets are shown in
Fig. 2 after correcting to 0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2 and trans-
forming to the common grid.
2.2 Combination method
The combination is based on the χ2 minimisation method
described in [8] and used for previous combined HERA re-
sults [10]. The averaging procedure is based on the assump-
tion that at a given kinematic point the H1 and ZEUS exper-
iments are measuring the same cross section. The correlated
systematic uncertainties are floated coherently. The proce-
dure allows a model independent check of the data consis-
tency and leads to a significant reduction of the correlated
uncertainties.
For an individual data set, the χ2 function is defined as:
χ2exp(m,b)
=
∑
i
[mi − ∑j γ ij mibj − μi]2
δ2i,statμ
i(mi − ∑j γ ij mibj ) + (δi,uncormi)2
+
∑
j
b2j . (3)
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Fig. 2 Reduced diffractive
cross section
xP σ
D(3)
r (β,Q
2, xP) for
0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2 as a
function of Q2 for different
values of β and xP . The H1
‘FPS HERA II’ [2], H1
‘FPS HERA I’ [1], ZEUS
‘LPS 2’ [4] and ZEUS
‘LPS 1’ [3] data are presented.
The inner error bars indicate
the statistical uncertainties,
while the outer error bars show
the statistical and systematic
uncertainties added in
quadrature. Normalisation
uncertainties are not included in
the error bars of the individual
measurements
Here μi is the measured cross section value at a point i
(βi , Q2i , xPi ), and γ ij , δi,stat and δi,uncor are the relative
correlated systematic, relative statistical and relative un-
correlated systematic uncertainties, respectively. The vec-
tor m of quantities mi expresses the values of the com-
bined cross section for each point i and the vector b of
quantities bj expresses the shifts of the correlated system-
atic uncertainty sources, j , in units of the standard devi-
ation. The relative uncertainties γ ij and δi,uncor are multi-
plied by the combined cross section mi in order to take
into account the fact that the correlated and uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties are to a good approximation pro-
portional to the central values (multiplicative uncertainties).
On the other hand, the statistical uncertainties scale with
the square root of the expected number of events, which
is determined by the expected cross section, corrected for
the biases due to the correlated systematic uncertainties.
This is taken into account by the δ2i,statμi(mi −
∑
j γ
i
j m
ibj )
term.
If several analyses provide measurements at the same (β ,
Q2, xP) values, a χ2tot is built [9] from the sum of the χ2exp
of each data set, assuming the individual data sets to be sta-
tistically uncorrelated. The χ2tot is minimised with respect to
the mi and bj from each data set with an iterative proce-
dure. The ratio χ2min/ndof is a measure of the consistency
of the data sets. The number of degrees of freedom, ndof,
is calculated as the difference between the total number of
measurements and the number of averaged points. The un-
certainties of the combined cross sections are evaluated from
the χ2min + 1 criteria [8–10]. For some of the (β,Q2, xP)
points there is only one measurement; however, because of
the systematic uncertainty correlations such measurements
may be shifted with respect to the original values, and the
uncertainties may be reduced.
2.3 Uncertainties
2.3.1 Experimental systematic uncertainties
and their correlations
The input cross sections are published with their statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties. The statistical uncertainties
correspond to δi,stat in Eq. (3). The systematic uncertainties
are classified as point-to-point correlated or point-to-point
uncorrelated, corresponding to γ ij and δi,uncor respectively,
according to the information provided in the corresponding
publications, as follows:
• For the two older analyses, ‘FPS HERA I’ and ‘LPS 1’,
only the total systematic uncertainties are given [1, 3],
with no information on the single contributions and point-
to-point correlations. For these two samples only the nor-
malisation uncertainties (Table 2) are considered among
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the correlated systematics, while the remaining uncertain-
ties are treated as uncorrelated.
• For the sample ‘FPS HERA II’ all the systematic sources
discussed in [2] are treated as point-to-point correlated.
The hadronic energy scale uncertainty is taken as corre-
lated separately for xP < 0.012 and xP > 0.012. This is
to account for the different sensitivity to this systematic
source for the two xP regions, where different methods
are used to reconstruct the variable β , which are typically
sensitive to different regions of the H1 central calorimeter.
For xP < 0.012, where the mass MX of the hadronic final
state is used to reconstruct β , the effect on the cross sec-
tion due to the hadronic energy scale uncertainty is 4 %
on average and reaches 6.7 %. For xP > 0.012, where β
is reconstructed with the leading proton energy measured
by the FPS, the cross section shows almost no sensitivity
to the hadronic energy scale.
• In the ‘LPS 2’ case, the total systematic uncertainties
quoted in [4] are decomposed in correlated and uncorre-
lated following the prescriptions in [15]. They are sym-
metrised by taking the average of the positive and nega-
tive uncertainties.
In the H1 ‘FPS HERA II’ analysis, the systematic effects
related to the leading proton measurement are considered as
correlated and derived from the variation of the acceptance
in the xP and t bins when shifting the FPS energy scale and
transverse momentum within the estimated uncertainties [2].
In the ZEUS ‘LPS 2’ case, the systematic uncertainty re-
lated to the leading proton measurement is dominated by
the incomplete knowledge of the beam optics, of the posi-
tion of the beamline aperture limitations and of the intrinsic
transverse-momentum spread of the proton beam at the in-
teraction point. The beam optics contribution is largely in-
dependent of the kinematic variables and therefore is taken
as a normalisation uncertainty [4]. The other contributions
are quantified by varying the cut on the distance of closest
approach of the reconstructed proton track to the beampipe,
and the value of the intrinsic transverse-momentum spread
assumed in the simulation. They are treated as uncorrelated
uncertainties.
All the H1 systematic uncertainties are treated as inde-
pendent of the ZEUS uncertainties, and vice versa. Possible
effects due to correlations between the two experiments are
taken into account in the procedural uncertainties, discussed
in Sect. 2.3.2. In total, 23 independent sources of correlated
systematic uncertainties are considered, including the global
normalisation for each sample. The full list is given in Ta-
ble 3.
Table 3 Sources of
point-to-point correlated
systematic uncertainties
considered in the combination.
For each source the shifts
resulting from the combination
in units of the original
uncertainty and the values of the
final uncertainties as
percentages of the original are
given
Source Shift (σ units) Reduction factor %
FPS HERA II hadronic energy scale xP < 0.012 −1.61 56.9
FPS HERA II hadronic energy scale xP > 0.012 0.13 99.8
FPS HERA II electromagnetic energy scale 0.49 85.9
FPS HERA II electron angle 0.67 66.6
FPS HERA II β reweighting 0.15 90.4
FPS HERA II xP reweighting 0.05 98.3
FPS HERA II t reweighting 0.70 79.8
FPS HERA II Q2 reweighting 0.09 97.6
FPS HERA II proton energy 0.05 45.6
FPS HERA II proton px 0.62 74.5
FPS HERA II proton py 0.27 86.5
FPS HERA II vertex reconstruction 0.07 97.0
FPS HERA II background subtraction 0.84 89.9
FPS HERA II bin centre corrections −1.05 87.3
FPS HERA II global normalisation −0.39 84.4
FPS HERA I global normalisation 0.81 48.9
LPS 2 hadronic energy scale −0.02 55.0
LPS 2 electromagnetic energy scale −0.14 62.4
LPS 2 xP reweighting −0.32 98.2
LPS 2 t reweighting −0.26 86.4
LPS 2 background subtraction 0.40 94.9
LPS 2 global normalisation −0.53 67.7
LPS 1 global normalisation 0.86 44.1
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2.3.2 Procedural uncertainties
The following uncertainties on the combined cross sections
due to the combination procedure are studied:
• The χ2 function given by Eq. (3) treats all systematic un-
certainties as multiplicative, i.e. proportional to the ex-
pected central values. While this generally holds for the
normalisation uncertainties, it may not be the case for the
other uncertainties. To study the sensitivity of the average
result to this issue, an alternative averaging is performed.
Only the normalisation uncertainty and those related to
the t reconstruction (the uncertainties on the ‘FPS HERA
II’ proton px , py reconstruction and on the ‘FPS HERA
II’ and ‘LPS 2’ t reweighting) which, for the reasons ex-
plained in Sect. 2.1.1, can affect the normalisation, are
taken as multiplicative, while all other uncertainties are
treated as additive. The difference between this average
and the nominal result is of the order of 1 % on average
and 6.4 % at most.
• The H1 and ZEUS experiments use similar methods
for detector calibration, apply similar reweighting to the
Monte Carlo models used for the acceptance corrections
and employ similar Monte Carlo models for QED radia-
tive corrections, for the hadronic final state simulation
and for background subtraction. Such similarities may
lead to correlations between the measurements of the two
experiments. Three systematic source are identified as
the most likely to be correlated between the two exper-
iments. These are the electromagnetic energy scale and
the reweighting of the simulation in xP and t . Averages
are formed for each of the 23 possible assumptions on the
presence of correlations of these systematic uncertainties
between the experiments and are compared with the nom-
inal average for which all sources are assumed to be un-
correlated. The maximum difference between the nominal
and the alternative averages is taken as an uncertainty. It
is 1.4 % on average and 6.6 % at most, with no particular
dependence on the kinematics.
• The bias introduced by transforming the data to the com-
mon grid (see Sect. 2.1.2) is studied by using correction
factors obtained from the NLO DPDF ‘H1 Fit B’ [5] pa-
rameterisation. For a few bins this changes the result by
up to 8 %, but the average effect is 1.2 %.
• The averaging procedure shifts the H1 hadronic energy
scale at xP < 0.012 by substantially more than 1σ of the
nominal value (see Sect. 3). To study the sensitivity of the
average result to the treatment of the uncertainty on the
H1 hadronic energy scale, an alternative averaging is per-
formed for which this uncertainty is considered as point-
to-point uncorrelated. The difference between the alterna-
tive and nominal results is 0.9 % on average and reaches
8.7 % at low xP.
Fig. 3 Pull distributions for the individual data sets. The RMS values
give the root mean square of the distributions
For each combined data point the difference between the
average obtained by considering each of the procedural ef-
fects and the nominal average is calculated and summed
in quadrature. The effect of the procedural uncertainties is
2.9 % on average and 9.3 % at most.
3 Results
In the minimisation procedure, 352 data points are com-
bined to 191 cross section measurements. The data show
good consistency, with χ2min/ndof = 133/161. The distribu-
tions of pulls [10], shown in Fig. 3 for each data set, ex-
hibit no significant tensions. For data with no correlated
systematic uncertainties pulls are expected to follow Gaus-
sian distributions with zero mean and unit width. Corre-
lated systematic uncertainties lead to narrowed pull distri-
butions.
The effects of the combination on the correlated system-
atic uncertainties are summarised in Table 3 in terms of
shifts in units of the original uncertainty and of values of
the final uncertainties as percentages of the originals. The
combined cross section values are given in Table 4 together
with statistical, uncorrelated systematic, correlated system-
atic, experimental, procedural and total uncertainties. The
experimental uncertainty is obtained as the quadratic sum
of the statistical, uncorrelated systematic and correlated sys-
tematic uncertainties. The total uncertainty is defined as the
quadratic sum of the experimental and procedural uncertain-
ties. The full information about correlations can be found
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Table 4 Combined reduced
cross sections
xPσ
D(3)
r (β,Q
2, xP) for
diffractive ep scattering,
ep → eXp. The values indicated
by δstat, δuncor, δcor, δexp, δproc
and δtot represent the statistical,
uncorrelated systematic,
correlated systematic,
experimental, procedural and
total uncertainties, respectively
Q2
(GeV2)
β xP xPσ
D(3)
r δstat
(%)
δuncor
(%)
δcor
(%)
δexp
(%)
δproc
(%)
δtot
(%)
2.5 0.0018 0.0500 0.0110 19 5.8 4.7 21 7.6 22
2.5 0.0018 0.0750 0.0166 14 6.9 5.3 17 7.6 18
2.5 0.0018 0.0900 0.0128 14 9.6 5.1 18 7.9 20
2.5 0.0056 0.0085 0.0101 19 11 7.6 23 9.3 25
2.5 0.0056 0.0160 0.0093 12 6.9 5.1 14 3.9 15
2.5 0.0056 0.0250 0.0096 16 9.8 5.0 20 4.6 20
2.5 0.0056 0.0350 0.0110 18 11 4.9 22 2.3 22
2.5 0.0056 0.0500 0.0117 9.8 6.4 5.3 13 1.5 13
2.5 0.0056 0.0750 0.0143 14 11 5.7 19 4.7 19
2.5 0.0056 0.0900 0.0154 15 6.4 5.7 17 4.3 17
2.5 0.0178 0.0025 0.0099 14 6.8 4.5 16 8.2 18
2.5 0.0178 0.0085 0.0076 8.3 7.1 4.5 12 1.7 12
2.5 0.0178 0.0160 0.0073 8.2 9.5 4.5 13 1.4 13
2.5 0.0178 0.0250 0.0071 8.8 9.2 4.5 14 1.4 14
2.5 0.0178 0.0350 0.0095 15 29 4.9 33 2.3 33
2.5 0.0178 0.0500 0.0114 7.8 7.1 4.5 11 2.2 12
2.5 0.0178 0.0750 0.0123 11 7.8 4.9 14 1.7 14
2.5 0.0562 0.0009 0.0114 13 8.6 5.2 16 3.4 17
2.5 0.0562 0.0025 0.0074 9.3 5.7 4.8 12 2.8 12
2.5 0.0562 0.0085 0.0064 9.6 6.7 4.5 13 2.3 13
2.5 0.0562 0.0160 0.0068 10 10 4.6 15 4.4 16
2.5 0.0562 0.0250 0.0063 14 14 4.9 20 1.9 20
2.5 0.1780 0.0003 0.0156 8.8 5.4 4.7 11 2.6 12
2.5 0.1780 0.0009 0.0102 5.9 4.3 4.4 8.5 2.2 8.8
2.5 0.1780 0.0025 0.0068 8.0 6.3 4.7 11 2.6 12
2.5 0.1780 0.0085 0.0074 9.3 10 4.8 15 3.9 15
2.5 0.1780 0.0160 0.0116 18 7.5 5.0 20 2.3 20
2.5 0.5620 0.0003 0.0214 16 8.8 5.0 19 2.3 19
2.5 0.5620 0.0009 0.0172 19 23 5.0 31 2.3 31
2.5 0.5620 0.0025 0.0110 21 28 4.9 36 2.3 36
5.1 0.0018 0.0500 0.0199 5.9 0.0 6.6 8.9 1.8 9.1
5.1 0.0018 0.0750 0.0232 6.7 0.0 5.1 8.4 2.1 8.7
5.1 0.0056 0.0160 0.0135 3.9 0.6 5.9 7.1 2.0 7.4
5.1 0.0056 0.0250 0.0120 3.4 0.3 5.2 6.2 2.0 6.6
5.1 0.0056 0.0350 0.0134 4.0 0.6 4.7 6.2 1.5 6.3
5.1 0.0056 0.0500 0.0147 3.9 0.6 5.4 6.7 3.4 7.5
5.1 0.0056 0.0750 0.0180 5.7 1.3 6.1 8.4 3.7 9.2
5.1 0.0056 0.0900 0.0224 12 3.8 4.9 14 3.1 14
5.1 0.0178 0.0085 0.0120 2.6 0.4 5.9 6.4 7.6 10
5.1 0.0178 0.0160 0.0111 2.6 0.2 5.2 5.8 2.8 6.5
5.1 0.0178 0.0250 0.0109 3.0 0.5 5.2 6.0 2.2 6.4
5.1 0.0178 0.0350 0.0101 4.3 0.6 5.2 6.8 2.2 7.2
5.1 0.0178 0.0500 0.0134 4.1 1.4 5.1 6.7 2.2 7.0
5.1 0.0178 0.0750 0.0154 6.4 2.2 4.8 8.3 2.9 8.8
5.1 0.0562 0.0025 0.0107 2.4 0.2 5.0 5.6 3.4 6.8
5.1 0.0562 0.0085 0.0088 2.7 0.3 5.0 5.7 3.5 6.7
5.1 0.0562 0.0160 0.0088 3.2 0.3 5.1 6.0 2.7 6.6
5.1 0.0562 0.0250 0.0084 4.5 0.7 5.0 6.7 3.1 7.4
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Table 4 (Continued)
Q2
(GeV2)
β xP xPσ
D(3)
r δstat
(%)
δuncor
(%)
δcor
(%)
δexp
(%)
δproc
(%)
δtot
(%)
5.1 0.0562 0.0500 0.0095 16 13 4.9 21 1.9 21
5.1 0.0562 0.0750 0.0153 23 14 5.0 27 1.9 27
5.1 0.1780 0.0009 0.0121 11 7.4 4.9 14 11 18
5.1 0.1780 0.0025 0.0118 1.6 0.2 5.9 6.1 4.2 7.4
5.1 0.1780 0.0085 0.0095 2.8 0.5 5.0 5.8 3.5 6.7
5.1 0.1780 0.0160 0.0075 14 12 4.9 19 2.3 19
5.1 0.1780 0.0250 0.0107 13 13 4.9 20 1.9 20
5.1 0.1780 0.0350 0.0065 20 14 5.0 25 2.3 25
5.1 0.5620 0.0003 0.0275 13 8.2 4.9 16 2.3 16
5.1 0.5620 0.0009 0.0187 7.0 8.0 4.6 12 1.8 12
5.1 0.5620 0.0025 0.0153 1.4 0.1 6.1 6.2 6.1 8.7
5.1 0.5620 0.0085 0.0137 19 19 4.9 27 2.3 27
8.8 0.0018 0.0750 0.0288 12 0.0 6.2 13 1.5 13
8.8 0.0056 0.0250 0.0152 5.0 0.8 5.1 7.2 2.0 7.5
8.8 0.0056 0.0350 0.0171 5.1 1.2 4.9 7.2 1.7 7.4
8.8 0.0056 0.0500 0.0197 4.1 1.2 4.6 6.3 1.6 6.5
8.8 0.0056 0.0750 0.0212 5.9 1.1 4.8 7.7 3.8 8.6
8.8 0.0056 0.0900 0.0281 9.6 4.4 5.0 12 5.7 13
8.8 0.0178 0.0085 0.0128 4.2 0.9 5.1 6.7 4.0 7.8
8.8 0.0178 0.0160 0.0124 3.1 0.6 4.9 5.8 1.5 6.0
8.8 0.0178 0.0250 0.0133 3.4 0.6 4.8 5.9 1.5 6.1
8.8 0.0178 0.0350 0.0130 4.5 0.5 4.8 6.6 1.4 6.8
8.8 0.0178 0.0500 0.0159 3.8 1.0 4.6 6.1 1.5 6.3
8.8 0.0178 0.0750 0.0162 5.6 1.7 4.8 7.6 2.3 8.0
8.8 0.0178 0.0900 0.0220 9.5 5.9 5.0 12 2.7 13
8.8 0.0562 0.0025 0.0125 3.4 0.4 5.0 6.1 3.8 7.1
8.8 0.0562 0.0085 0.0106 3.2 0.6 5.0 6.0 2.0 6.3
8.8 0.0562 0.0160 0.0108 2.9 0.2 5.0 5.8 2.7 6.4
8.8 0.0562 0.0250 0.0098 3.6 0.5 5.0 6.2 2.5 6.7
8.8 0.0562 0.0350 0.0109 5.2 0.0 4.9 7.2 2.1 7.5
8.8 0.0562 0.0500 0.0144 5.1 1.1 5.1 7.3 2.4 7.7
8.8 0.0562 0.0750 0.0140 11 4.3 4.6 12 1.7 13
8.8 0.1780 0.0009 0.0177 7.7 2.7 5.0 9.6 1.6 9.7
8.8 0.1780 0.0025 0.0129 2.3 0.4 5.1 5.6 2.5 6.1
8.8 0.1780 0.0085 0.0104 2.6 0.4 4.6 5.3 2.7 5.9
8.8 0.1780 0.0160 0.0090 3.9 0.7 5.3 6.6 2.6 7.1
8.8 0.1780 0.0250 0.0098 14 14 4.9 21 1.9 21
8.8 0.1780 0.0350 0.0103 17 11 4.9 21 2.3 21
8.8 0.1780 0.0500 0.0116 12 8.3 4.5 15 1.8 16
8.8 0.5620 0.0003 0.0250 7.1 4.2 4.4 9.3 8.9 13
8.8 0.5620 0.0009 0.0207 5.6 3.5 4.4 7.9 6.7 10
8.8 0.5620 0.0025 0.0166 1.6 0.1 6.1 6.3 8.3 10
8.8 0.5620 0.0085 0.0142 8.5 4.3 4.3 10 8.0 13
8.8 0.5620 0.0160 0.0102 17 13 4.4 22 2.3 22
15.3 0.0056 0.0500 0.0245 6.7 2.2 4.9 8.6 1.1 8.7
15.3 0.0056 0.0750 0.0296 10 0.0 5.7 12 1.6 12
15.3 0.0178 0.0160 0.0176 4.8 0.7 5.0 7.0 2.4 7.4
15.3 0.0178 0.0250 0.0164 4.4 0.7 4.8 6.6 2.4 7.0
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Table 4 (Continued)
Q2
(GeV2)
β xP xPσ
D(3)
r δstat
(%)
δuncor
(%)
δcor
(%)
δexp
(%)
δproc
(%)
δtot
(%)
15.3 0.0178 0.0350 0.0165 5.7 1.1 4.7 7.5 1.4 7.6
15.3 0.0178 0.0500 0.0176 4.9 1.4 4.8 7.0 2.2 7.4
15.3 0.0178 0.0750 0.0211 6.7 2.1 4.8 8.5 2.6 8.9
15.3 0.0178 0.0900 0.0234 10 1.6 4.8 11 3.3 12
15.3 0.0562 0.0085 0.0134 4.5 0.0 6.0 7.5 6.1 9.7
15.3 0.0562 0.0160 0.0122 3.9 0.3 4.9 6.3 2.5 6.8
15.3 0.0562 0.0250 0.0113 4.5 0.3 4.8 6.6 1.0 6.7
15.3 0.0562 0.0350 0.0121 6.2 0.0 5.0 8.0 2.0 8.2
15.3 0.0562 0.0500 0.0140 5.7 1.1 4.9 7.6 2.0 7.8
15.3 0.0562 0.0750 0.0174 7.6 1.4 4.7 9.1 2.1 9.3
15.3 0.0562 0.0900 0.0162 10 3.6 5.1 12 2.8 12
15.3 0.1780 0.0025 0.0136 3.4 0.5 5.0 6.0 1.3 6.2
15.3 0.1780 0.0085 0.0111 3.4 0.5 4.8 5.9 2.2 6.2
15.3 0.1780 0.0160 0.0098 3.9 0.6 5.0 6.4 2.2 6.8
15.3 0.1780 0.0250 0.0097 6.1 0.9 5.2 8.1 2.4 8.4
15.3 0.1780 0.0350 0.0117 15 17 4.9 23 2.3 23
15.3 0.1780 0.0500 0.0134 12 15 4.9 20 2.3 20
15.3 0.5620 0.0009 0.0180 8.8 3.4 4.6 11 3.3 11
15.3 0.5620 0.0025 0.0173 2.5 0.2 5.8 6.3 3.5 7.2
15.3 0.5620 0.0085 0.0162 3.3 0.5 5.1 6.1 3.0 6.8
15.3 0.5620 0.0160 0.0151 17 14 4.9 22 2.3 22
15.3 0.5620 0.0350 0.0094 20 21 4.9 30 2.3 30
26.5 0.0056 0.0750 0.0359 17 0.0 5.3 18 3.2 18
26.5 0.0178 0.0250 0.0179 8.0 1.4 4.8 9.4 2.3 9.7
26.5 0.0178 0.0350 0.0202 8.6 0.0 5.3 10 1.6 10
26.5 0.0178 0.0500 0.0250 6.7 1.3 4.8 8.4 1.8 8.6
26.5 0.0178 0.0750 0.0249 10 2.3 5.2 12 2.6 12
26.5 0.0562 0.0085 0.0157 6.6 1.2 5.3 8.6 8.0 12
26.5 0.0562 0.0160 0.0150 4.9 0.7 4.8 7.0 1.8 7.2
26.5 0.0562 0.0250 0.0134 5.5 0.7 4.5 7.1 1.3 7.3
26.5 0.0562 0.0350 0.0157 7.4 0.0 4.8 8.8 1.6 9.0
26.5 0.0562 0.0500 0.0184 6.2 1.6 5.1 8.2 1.3 8.3
26.5 0.0562 0.0750 0.0211 7.4 1.8 4.5 8.9 1.5 9.0
26.5 0.0562 0.0900 0.0237 9.6 3.2 5.0 11 3.4 12
26.5 0.1780 0.0025 0.0138 5.4 0.4 5.1 7.5 1.4 7.6
26.5 0.1780 0.0085 0.0126 5.0 0.8 4.8 7.0 2.7 7.5
26.5 0.1780 0.0160 0.0113 5.5 0.0 5.1 7.6 2.2 7.9
26.5 0.1780 0.0250 0.0093 6.5 1.0 4.9 8.2 1.4 8.3
26.5 0.1780 0.0350 0.0100 9.8 0.0 5.7 11 4.0 12
26.5 0.1780 0.0500 0.0105 26 14 4.9 30 1.9 30
26.5 0.1780 0.0750 0.0169 42 11 4.9 44 1.9 44
26.5 0.5620 0.0009 0.0241 22 10 4.9 25 1.9 25
26.5 0.5620 0.0025 0.0189 3.7 0.2 6.0 7.0 9.1 12
26.5 0.5620 0.0085 0.0140 4.3 0.4 5.0 6.6 3.8 7.6
26.5 0.5620 0.0250 0.0136 31 15 4.9 35 1.9 35
46 0.0178 0.0500 0.0313 8.6 4.5 4.7 11 1.6 11
46 0.0178 0.0750 0.0218 19 0.0 5.1 20 2.5 20
46 0.0562 0.0160 0.0163 8.8 0.0 5.2 10 2.1 11
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Table 4 (Continued)
Q2
(GeV2)
β xP xPσ
D(3)
r δstat
(%)
δuncor
(%)
δcor
(%)
δexp
(%)
δproc
(%)
δtot
(%)
46 0.0562 0.0250 0.0172 8.6 0.0 5.3 10 2.1 10
46 0.0562 0.0350 0.0158 8.3 1.8 4.6 9.6 2.2 9.8
46 0.0562 0.0500 0.0199 7.6 1.9 4.8 9.2 2.8 9.6
46 0.0562 0.0750 0.0212 8.4 1.2 4.9 9.7 3.2 10
46 0.0562 0.0900 0.0267 8.9 2.4 4.8 10 1.0 10
46 0.1780 0.0085 0.0121 6.6 1.3 5.4 8.6 2.1 8.9
46 0.1780 0.0160 0.0133 5.9 1.5 4.8 7.7 2.4 8.1
46 0.1780 0.0250 0.0135 8.5 0.0 4.9 9.8 2.2 10
46 0.1780 0.0350 0.0129 7.5 1.9 4.6 9.0 2.1 9.2
46 0.1780 0.0500 0.0148 7.4 2.9 4.8 9.3 2.4 9.6
46 0.1780 0.0750 0.0201 9.9 4.0 4.7 12 3.4 12
46 0.1780 0.0900 0.0177 13 4.2 5.0 14 8.6 17
46 0.5620 0.0025 0.0196 5.1 1.0 5.4 7.5 4.2 8.6
46 0.5620 0.0085 0.0135 5.1 1.0 4.9 7.2 4.6 8.5
46 0.5620 0.0160 0.0124 6.9 1.8 4.8 8.6 2.3 8.9
46 0.5620 0.0250 0.0106 13 0.0 5.9 14 1.2 15
46 0.5620 0.0350 0.0135 14 7.0 4.8 16 2.2 16
46 0.5620 0.0500 0.0120 17 20 4.9 26 2.3 26
46 0.8160 0.0009 0.0145 21 5.3 4.5 22 1.4 22
46 0.8160 0.0025 0.0131 17 8.1 5.3 20 3.0 20
46 0.8160 0.0085 0.0110 18 3.9 4.3 19 1.5 19
46 0.8160 0.0160 0.0092 27 3.9 5.4 28 4.1 28
80 0.0562 0.0350 0.0227 19 0.0 5.8 20 2.7 20
80 0.0562 0.0500 0.0235 15 0.0 5.0 16 2.0 16
80 0.0562 0.0750 0.0216 24 0.0 5.9 25 1.9 25
80 0.1780 0.0085 0.0206 15 0.0 6.0 16 2.9 16
80 0.1780 0.0160 0.0133 13 0.0 4.8 14 2.3 14
80 0.1780 0.0250 0.0146 12 0.0 5.2 13 1.6 13
80 0.1780 0.0350 0.0162 14 0.0 5.6 15 1.0 15
80 0.1780 0.0500 0.0146 15 0.0 5.5 16 2.3 16
80 0.1780 0.0750 0.0183 26 0.0 5.3 27 3.0 27
80 0.5620 0.0085 0.0116 10 0.0 6.4 12 5.1 13
80 0.5620 0.0160 0.0090 14 0.0 7.0 15 3.5 16
80 0.5620 0.0250 0.0104 17 0.0 6.7 18 5.3 19
80 0.5620 0.0350 0.0109 25 0.0 7.3 26 3.6 26
200 0.0562 0.0500 0.0162 28 0.0 5.0 28 1.0 28
200 0.0562 0.0750 0.0288 37 0.0 5.5 37 2.3 37
200 0.1780 0.0160 0.0145 20 0.0 5.8 21 1.3 21
200 0.1780 0.0250 0.0199 16 0.0 5.0 17 1.9 17
200 0.1780 0.0350 0.0169 22 0.0 5.2 23 2.6 23
200 0.1780 0.0500 0.0235 20 0.0 5.5 21 2.6 21
200 0.1780 0.0750 0.0209 35 0.0 5.6 35 2.5 36
200 0.5620 0.0085 0.0109 19 0.0 6.6 21 3.9 21
200 0.5620 0.0160 0.0093 23 0.0 6.4 24 1.9 24
200 0.5620 0.0250 0.0074 27 0.0 6.7 28 4.9 29
200 0.5620 0.0350 0.0158 33 0.0 6.7 34 2.4 34
200 0.5620 0.0500 0.0151 29 0.0 5.4 29 1.8 29
200 0.5620 0.0750 0.0228 50 0.0 5.9 50 3.2 50
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elsewhere.3 As the global normalisations of the input data
sets are fitted as correlated systematic uncertainties, the nor-
malisation uncertainty on the combined data is included in
the correlated systematic uncertainty given in Table 4.
Most of the 23 correlated systematic uncertainties shift
by less than 0.5 σ of the nominal value in the averaging
procedure. None of them shifts by substantially more than
1σ , with the exception of the hadronic energy scale for
xP < 0.012 for the ‘FPS HERA II’ sample. Detailed studies
show that there is a tension between the H1 ‘FPS HERA II’
and ZEUS ‘LPS 2’ data at low xP; the average ratio of the
H1 to ZEUS cross sections is above 1.0 for β > 0.1 and
below 0.9 for β < 0.1. The H1 cross section uncertainty
is positively correlated with the hadronic energy scale for
β > 0.1 and anti-correlated for β < 0.1. As a result, the
combination shifts the H1 cross sections for xP < 0.012 in
the direction opposite to the cross section uncertainty due
to the H1 hadronic energy scale. Conversely the combined
statistical and uncorrelated uncertainty on the ZEUS data
is much larger than the ZEUS hadronic energy scale un-
certainty; consequently the fit is less sensitive to the ZEUS
hadronic energy scale.
The influence of several correlated systematic uncer-
tainties is reduced significantly for the combined result.
Specifically, the uncertainty on the FPS proton energy mea-
surement and the normalisation uncertainties on the ‘FPS
HERA I’ and ‘LPS 1’ samples are reduced by more than a
factor of 2. The H1 hadronic energy scale uncertainty for the
low xP-range (xP < 0.012) and the ZEUS hadronic energy
scale uncertainty are reduced to around 55 % of those for the
individual data sets. Since H1 and ZEUS use different recon-
struction methods, similar systematic sources influence the
measured cross section differently. Therefore, requiring the
cross sections to be consistent at all (β , Q2, xP) points con-
strains the systematic uncertainties efficiently. Due to this
cross calibration effect, the combined measurement shows
an average improvement of the experimental uncertainty of
about 27 % with respect to the most precise single data set,
‘FPS HERA II’, though the latter data set contains five times
more events than the second largest data set, ‘LPS 2’. The
correlated part of the experimental uncertainty is reduced
from about 69 % in [2] to 49 % in the combined measure-
ment. The statistical, experimental and procedural uncer-
tainties on the combined data are on average 11 %, 13.8 %
and 2.9 %, respectively. The total uncertainty on the cross
section is 14.3 % on average and is 6 % for the most precise
points. The normalisation uncertainty, which contributes to
the correlated systematic uncertainty on the combined data,
is on average 4 %. The combined result extends the kine-
matic coverage with respect to the H1 and ZEUS measure-
ments taken separately and the resulting cross section covers
3The combined data together with the full correlation information are
provided at the URL. http://www.desy.de/h1zeus
Fig. 4 Reduced diffractive cross section xP σD(3)r (β,Q2, xP) for
0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2 as a function of Q2 for different values of
β at xP = 0.05. The HERA combined data are compared to the H1 and
ZEUS data inputs to the averaging procedure. The error bars indicate
the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature for the
input measurements and the statistical, systematic and procedural un-
certainties added in quadrature for the combined points. Normalisation
uncertainties are not included in the error bars of the individual mea-
surements, whereas they are included in the error bars of the combined
points
the region 2.5 ≤ Q2 ≤ 200 GeV2, 0.0018 ≤ β ≤ 0.816 and
0.00035 ≤ xP ≤ 0.09, for 0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2. Figure 4
shows the HERA combined cross section as a function of
Q2 at xP = 0.05, for different values of β , compared with
the individual measurements used for the combination. The
reduction of the total uncertainty of the HERA measurement
compared to the input cross sections is visible. The deriva-
tive of the reduced cross section as a function of log(Q2)
decreases with β , a feature characteristic of the scaling vi-
olations in diffractive DIS, which are now measured pre-
cisely from proton-tagged as well as LRG data. Figures 5
and 6 show the HERA combined diffractive reduced cross
sections as a function of Q2 and xP, respectively.
At low xP  0.01, where the proton spectrometer data are
free from proton dissociation contributions, the combined
data provide the most precise determination of the absolute
normalisation of the diffractive cross section.
4 Conclusions
The reduced diffractive cross sections, σD(3)r (ep → eXp),
measured by the H1 and ZEUS Collaborations by using pro-
ton spectrometers to detect the leading protons are com-
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Fig. 5 HERA combined
reduced diffractive cross section
xP σ
D(3)
r (β,Q
2, xP) for
0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2 as a
function of Q2 for different
values of β and xP . The error
bars indicate the statistical,
systematic and procedural
uncertainties added in
quadrature. The normalisation
uncertainty is included
Fig. 6 HERA combined
reduced diffractive cross section
xP σ
D(3)
r (β,Q
2, xP) for
0.09 < |t | < 0.55 GeV2 as a
function of xP for different
values of β and Q2. The error
bars indicate the statistical,
systematic and procedural
uncertainties added in
quadrature. The normalisation
uncertainty is included
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bined. The input data from the two experiments are con-
sistent with a χ2min/ndof = 133/161. The combination of
the measurements results in more precise and kinematically
extended diffractive DIS data in the t-range 0.09 < |t | <
0.55 GeV2. The total uncertainty on the cross section mea-
surement is 6 % for the most precise points. The combined
data provide the most precise determination of the absolute
normalisation of the ep → eXp cross section.
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